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Placing land and food struggles in agriculture-industry power
asymmetry: insights from Wanbao Village, Taiwan
Huei-Ling Lai *

International Institute of Social Studies, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Hague, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Land grab scholarship hitherto has seldom discussed about place,
while alternative food networks (AFNs) scholars often overlook
socio-spatial issues beyond agri-food systems. This paper
addresses these gaps with a place-based approach. It examines
two land struggles and three AFNs initiatives in Wanbao Village
in Taiwan, showing how they co-shaped and protected the
community’s sense of place from the threat of domestic land
grabbing. Moreover, it demonstrates the structural linkages
between land and food struggles that undermined AFNs’
‘(re-)localization’ strategy, calling for their combined efforts in
research and activism to defend marginalized agricultural/rural
space from land frontier-making in a capitalist-industrial society.
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1. Introduction

I told my youngest son that I wish to break new ground from here. All the lands will be passed
down to him one day, so we must keep on cultivating even if it yields nothing. I feel affection
for the place and my homeland, as we still live upon agriculture. I don’t want the lands
received from my father to be lost in my hands. The past has hit a dead end. I do [organic
farming] now to find a way out for my father’s lands, and if I succeed, it can also be a new
way out for the homeland.

This statement made by Chang Mu-tsun in 2004 in explaining his devotion to an organic
agri-food initiative in Wanbao Village in northwest Taiwan (Feng 2004, 4) illustrates the
intricate links between farmland, agri-food production, and rural development in
Taiwan. To farmers like him, looking after land is considered a traditional responsibility,
a prerequisite for the community’s future development, and the foundation for their
sense of belonging, regardless of the land’s economic value or productivity. Losing
their land affects not only their livelihoods, but also their identity that has been forged
over long-term devotion to agricultural practices that have shaped the rural place and
culture. However, despite the success in protecting their land from expropriation for a
state-led industrial project around a decade prior, he was still concerned about the
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future of his family’s land and the slim chances this rural village had to thrive in an indus-
trial milieu. Organic farming for him signified not only a means to restore the biophysical
conditions of their land, but also a chance to regenerate the rural place in resistance to the
decades-long systematic sacrificing of agriculture and rural areas for industrial and urban
development.

This entanglement of farmland, agriculture, and rural development reveals domestic
linkages between land and food struggles that have been underexplored in land grab
studies as well as in research on grassroots agri-food initiatives, such as alternative
food networks (AFNs). Both bodies of literature thus far have developed somewhat sep-
arately. When merging through their communal focus on food sovereignty (Borras and
Franco 2010; Joassart-Marcelli and Bosco 2018), emphasis has often been placed on the
challenges arising from the global land rush for food production as a spatial fix of the cor-
porate food regime (McMichael 2012). Insightful as they are, these studies fail to capture
the everyday realities of farmers like Chang Mu-tsun in places where global, corporate-
driven food systems and global land grabbing processes are less a concern in comparison
to the domestic structural challenges for agricultural and rural development. What is at
stake for these farmers is not only land and food, but also the place itself—a topic selec-
tively (though intensively) explored in AFNs studies, yet remaining underscrutinized in the
land grab literature.

This paper proposes a place-based approach to study this endogenous nexus between
land, agri-food practices, and rural development, recasting land and food struggles as
grassroots place-making actions in response to extra-local place-making attempts, includ-
ing top-down development projects that grassroots actors deem a threat to their places
and place identities. To this end, it relates land politics to place-making politics and
replaces the conventional focus on ‘localization’ in AFNs studies with that on ‘contextua-
lization’ of AFNs by placing them in the broader politico-economic structure that shapes
agricultural and rural development.

Taiwan, lauded as a model for development strategies centered on an agriculture-
industry synergy (Kay 2009), is a valuable site for such a study. Classified as a Newly Indus-
trialized Country (NIC) in the 1970s and considered a textbook example of successful
developmental states, it has witnessed decades of domestic land grabbing process that
have been studied with increasing intensity in other recent Asian NICs, such as China (Sici-
liano 2014; Walker 2006) and India (Levien 2015; Sampat 2015; Sud 2020). The Wanbao
community, considered the most successful case within the agrarian land justice move-
ment (2009–2016) in Taiwan, is a case in point. It successfully resisted two land grabbing
attempts driven by state-led industrial projects and carried out three organic farming
initiatives afterwards. Its experiences can shed light both on grassroots responses to dom-
estic land grabbing in Taiwan—largely absent in land grab studies—and on the interplay
between land and food struggles.

The analysis is conducted in four steps: It first traces the historical origin of the dom-
estic land grabbing and conventional agri-food systems in Taiwan to the country’s
post-war capitalist industrialization so as to unpack the structural interconnections
between land and food struggles in Wanbao. Second, it investigates the place-frames
of two land struggles in Wanbao, demonstrating the ways in which emotional people-
place connections were invoked to defend the rural place against land grabbing. Third,
it examines three agri-food initiatives in the place to show how the broader socio-
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economic context shared with land struggles could affect AFNs’ development. Last, it dis-
cusses the dynamic interrelations between these two forms of place-based activism in
strengthening grassroots actors’ capability to address structural vulnerabilities of agricul-
tural/rural space in a capitalist-industrial society.

In so doing, the study contributes to both land grab and AFNs studies in three ways.
First, it shows that the shift from a focus on land to place is essential both as a political
strategy to resist land grabbing and as an analytical tool to better comprehend
bottom-up reactions in land conflicts. Second, it demonstrates the limits of AFNs’ systemic
strategy, such as ‘(re-)localization’, in tackling structural challenges facing a rural place.
Third, it suggests the ways in which land and food struggles can be combined to maxi-
mize their transformative potential in addressing the structural agriculture-industry
asymmetry.

For the study, 34 in-depth interviews were conducted with key grassroots actors
involved in the two land struggles and three agri-food initiatives, as well as agrarian acti-
vists, scholars, and students who participated in these grassroots actions and/or the land
justice movement. These were supplemented by participant observation of local organic
farming activities conducted during 8 fieldwork visits (totaled 33 days) between July 2016
and June 2017, as well as knowledge obtained through my attendance at several protests
of the community and participation in the land justice movement between 2009 and 2012
as a volunteer. By living and working with key local actors during the fieldwork visits, I
acquired embodied knowledge about farming, food, and the place, as well as observation
of local people-land relations. I triangulated first-hand data with a comprehensive study of
secondary materials, including literatures on local history, agricultural development, and
land grabbing in Taiwan in addition to campaign materials, news reports, and govern-
ment publications on the land conflicts.

2. Place-making politics, land grabbing, and AFNs

This paper advances a place-making approach to illuminate the structural linkages
between land and food struggles in a capitalist-industrial society. By place-making, I
refer to the ongoing discursive and material construction of a place through dynamic
interrelations between daily practices in situ (e.g. agricultural activities) and politico-econ-
omic processes beyond it (e.g. industrialization). The latter, driven by resource frontier-
making of industrial capitalism, policies, global trade and more, often involve the remak-
ing of a place in a top-down manner. Struggles may occur when the external projects and
processes violate the residents’ collective imaginaries of and visions for a place, whereby
place-based activism can be organized by grassroots actors to assert their subjectivity in
defining the past, present, and future of a place.

A place can be taken as comprising three aspects—location (in connection with the
extra-local world), locale (the biophysical setting), and sense of place (the emotional
and cultural meanings individually or collectively attached to a place) (Agnew 1987).
Place-making politics, following Shih-Jung Hsu (2012), concerns not only struggles over
access to resources in a territory and a project’s impacts on the biophysical landscape;
it also involves emotional relations with a place, such as place attachment and place iden-
tity, that help define grassroots perceptions of and reactions to a place-making endeavor,
be it externally introduced (e.g. industrial projects) or internally initiated (e.g. AFNs
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initiatives). Furthermore, place-making endeavors need to be situated in relation to the
geohistorical trajectories that co-shape the current socio-material constellation of a
place (Massey 2005) so as to understand the structural conditions that enable and con-
strain them.

To enable such an investigation, I propose the following analytical adjustments in land
grab and AFN studies.

2.1. Relating land politics to place-making politics

Land grabbing as a capitalist frontier-making process intended to appropriate and inte-
grate ‘unutilized’ land and land-related resources into the circuits of capital accumulation
(Li 2014) is inherently geographical (Moore 2015). For one thing, the global land rush
usually involves the spatial expansion of international capital in locations with easy
access to water, transportation networks, and other facilities, often driven by the
demand in more affluent regions (Borras and Franco 2013). For another, land grabbing
entails landscape transformation resulting from land use change and a certain ‘territorial
restructuring’, whereby institutions and social relations of a place are reshaped to facili-
tate capital accumulation (Holt-Giménez 2008). Moreover, land grabbing requires the
exercise of state power over its territory by resorting to zoning schemes and often
involves the forced displacement of local population with the help of the police force
and legal institution (Borras and Franco 2013).

Land and place are intrinsically entangled, not only in the sense that land ‘stays in
place’ (i.e. fixed in a location) (Li 2014, 591), but also in that it is a fundamental component
of place, serving as a locale for various human activities whereby people build material
and emotional connections to both land and place. Through agricultural practices, rural
communities like Wanbao have been (re)creating rural landscapes and reproducing
rural cultures with which they identify. Place thus has become a central theme in rural
politics and mobilization in determining rural development (Larsen 2008).

However, despite emphasis on the ‘contested meaning of land’ (Borras and Franco
2013, 1726), land grab studies to date have tended to focus on the ownership and ‘resour-
ceness’ of land (Li 2014) with limited attention paid to place. Place here is often under-
stood in a relatively narrow sense, for example as a geographic unit with discrete
boundaries and intrinsic features (Alonso-Fradejas 2015), or as ‘the physical areas
where production and restructuring [happen]’ (Holt-Giménez 2008, 6). Moreover, when
cultural and emotional dimensions of land conflicts are highlighted (T. Li 2010; Verkoren
and Ngin 2017), land grab scholars tend to attribute senses of belonging and rootedness
solely to land, such as ‘enlivened land’ (Sud 2020), with little association to place. As
insightful these studies are, the spatial meanings of land struggles remain underexplored
and are not connected to the rich geographical literature on place and activism (for
instance, see Castree 2004; Martin 2003; Pierce, Martin, and Murphy 2011).

Although land can serve as a metonym of a place, for example ‘homeland’ as a place of
belonging, recognizing the role of place is important for land grab studies. As the paper
will show, the cultural and emotional significance of a piece of land is intrinsically associ-
ated with its situatedness in a place and people’s senses of place. For local landowners
and non-landowners alike, the disruption of place attachment can be central to grassroots
experiences of land grabbing, which often involves a top-down place-making project in
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the name of local and regional development. Moreover, foregrounding place in analyses
helps unpack an understudied structural linkage between rural land dispossession, other
place-making actions, and broader challenges for rural development in contexts such as
Taiwan.

This paper argues that rural land dispossession involves not only land politics defined
as ‘the power to decide how and for what purposes the land […] can be used now and in
the future’ (TNI 2013, 3); it can also involve the politics of place-making, which, following
Pierce, Martin, and Murphy (2011, 55), refers to ‘the processes of negotiation over the
terms that govern the use of space and place’ among different actors with divergent inter-
ests. By expanding the analytical focus to place, this paper will explore important, yet
overlooked questions in bottom-up responses to land dispossession, such as how land
deals are perceived by residents in relation to their sense of place, and how the emotional
elements of place are invoked to mobilize and justify resistance to land grabbing.

2.2. From localization to contextualization of AFNs

While place has enjoyed limited attention in land grab studies, it is central to the studies
of food politics (DeLind and Bingen 2008; Harris 2010; Joassart-Marcelli and Bosco 2018;
Maye, Kneafsey, and Holloway 2007; Schrager 2018). Resonating with critical reflections
on globalization in human geography, a common strategy in the AFNs advocacy has
been to embed agri-food networks in ‘local’ places to resist the ‘placelessness’ character-
izing ‘global’, corporate-dominated, industrialized agri-food systems. In a similar vein,
food sovereignty campaigns identify smallholder farming practices that improve local
human-environment relations and strengthen consumer-producer connections as the
desired form of resistance to the global ‘corporate food regime’ (Fairbairn 2010; McMi-
chael 2013; Wittman, Desmarais, and Wiebe 2010). Consequently, significant academic
attention has been paid to the critical examination of the discourses and practices
related to ‘(re-)localization’ that risks romanticizing AFNs (DuPuis and Goodman 2005;
Hinrichs 2003; Kirwan et al. 2013; Winter 2003).

Place in this literature is seen as co-constitutive of food, shaping the tastes of, mean-
ings of, and ways in which food is produced, consumed, exchanged, and wasted (Barham
2003), while agri-food practices and facilities also contribute to the formation of bio-phys-
ical landscapes, place-based social relations, and place identity (Joassart-Marcelli and
Bosco 2018).

However, two interrelated assumptions underlying this literature constrain the analytical
scope of place-food co-constitution processes. First, the conceptualization of ‘localization’
and ‘embeddedness’ in the AFNs scholarship is largely confined to a ‘local/global’ dialectic.
Although this framing captures an important feature of modern agri-food systems, it none-
theless overlooks other domestic capitalist processes at play in agricultural and rural devel-
opment, such as industrialization and urban sprawl. Second, AFNs studies (for instance, see
Lamine, Garçon, and Brunori 2019) tend to focus on geographical aspects that fall within
agri-food systems (e.g. spatial impacts of industrialized agriculture), rather than situating
agri-food systems in the broader geo-historical processes (e.g. industrialization enabled
by extracting agricultural surpluses). As such, insufficient attention has been paid to the
broader politico-economic contexts underlying the continuous formation of agri-food
systems and place, such as resource grabbing in rural areas for industrial development.
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This paper argues that, instead of focusing on ‘(re-)localizing’ agri-food practices in
contrast to global industrialized food systems, AFNs studies can better comprehend the
challenges and transformative potential of AFNs by contextualizing these initiatives in
broader geo-historical dynamics. In this way, agrarian issues like land dispossession
could be integrated into the study.

3. Capitalist industrialization and its impacts on farmland, agriculture,
and rural development

This section contextualizes domestic land grabbing and chemical-intensive, industrial-
ized, smallholder agriculture in Taiwan in relation to agriculture-industry power asymme-
try after WWII. As the case of Wanbao will show, the state-led structural shift to industrial
capitalism triggered the marginalization of agriculture and rural areas, paving the way for
rural land dispossession and giving rise to multiple structural challenges for agricultural
and rural development in Taiwan.

3.1. Agricultural marginalization and land frontier-making in post-war Taiwan

As Ka (2006) demonstrates, the rise of capitalist social relations in rural Taiwan under Japa-
nese colonial rule (1895–1945) was enabled primarily by increasing market dependence on
agricultural production and consumption rather than by primitive accumulation. The colo-
nial land reforms in the early twentieth century canceled the land rights of local off-farm
landlords to strengthen colonial governance. The nationalist regime’s land reform projects
(1949–1953) after it withdrew from mainland China further redistributed land from landed
gentries and collective landholders to smallholder farmers, who then became the dominant
force of agricultural production and the major landowners in rural areas (Ho 2015).

The following rapid development of the industrial sector was enabled by state-led
exploitation of agricultural surplus in the form of foreign exchanges, cheap food, labor,
and materials (Kay 2009; Lee 2012), often through rural socio-political institutions con-
trolled by local elites in patron-client relationships with the nationalist party (Komingtang,
KMT).1 While the annual growth rate of Taiwan’s gross domestic product (GDP) was con-
stantly above 6% between 1962 and 1994, the contribution of the agricultural sector to
the annual GDP dropped from 26% in 1962 to less than 2% on and after 2000 (DGBAS
2019). Lagging agricultural profits prompted small-scale farmers to increasingly rely on
multi-locational and multi-sectoral income sources (Hsu, Lee, and Liao 2016). Abandoning
agricultural jobs for more lucrative off-farm jobs in cities became a shared experience of
upward social mobility among rural populations, sustaining the trend of population loss
and aging in the agriculture and rural sector in the following decades.2

To tackle labor shortages, agricultural mechanization and the usage of chemical inputs
became vital for sustaining agricultural production since the 1970s. Meanwhile, traditional

1As the nationalist regime had little social base in Taiwan, it granted local elites the right to monopolize certain economic
activities and socio-political institutions, such as farmers’ associations. Securing support and votes by distributing the
politico-economic resources to their followers, these elites formed local factions and dominated rural politics at and
below county level (Chao 1998).

2The share of the population involved in agricultural activities in total employment dwindled from over 50% in the 1950s
to less than 10% since the late 1990s and was surpassed by that of the industrial sector in 1973 (Chen and Jou 2006).
Moreover, the average age of the agricultural population jumped to 63.5 years old in 2015 (DGBAS 2017).
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farmers who were too old to toil on land often leased out their farmlands to other farmers
to sustain themselves, rather than selling land or resorting to wage labor to maximize
agricultural profits (Ka and Own 1991). As a result, the agricultural sector was transformed
into a sector dominated by fossil fuel-intensive, industrialized agricultural practices that
enabled further capitalist industrialization by cheap food in the absence of land concen-
tration and dominating agribusiness in agricultural production.

Taiwan’s successful industrialization did not result in the reverse of the resource flows
from agriculture to industry as Kay (2009) expects. Rather, the politico-economic margin-
alization of the agricultural sector set the stage for the farmland rush associated with
industrial expansions and urban sprawl (Lee 2012). Since the 1970s, windfall gains of
land speculation permitted through patron-client relationships have served as a pivotal
source of politico-economic power for business elites and local politicians who controlled
county-wide land use change (Chen 1995; Chen and Jou 1993; Lee 2012). Along with the
rapid economic development and democratization process in the 1980s, the new land-
based elites reshaped local factions with growing political influence in central govern-
ment, a stronger appetite for licit and illicit rents, and the introduction of triads and
vote buying in rural areas (Chao 1998; Chen 1998; Wu 2007). They came to present a
‘new landlord class’ (Lee 2012), forming dynamic ‘growth coalitions’ along with bureau-
crats and politicians in central government that steered land grabbing activities in
Taiwan (Jou and Chen 1998; Hsu 2013; Yang and Su 2005).

The realignment of the state, consortia, local factions, and associated land interests
(Chu 1992; Hsu 2016; Wang 1993) drove the neoliberal turn in farmland policymaking
since the late 1980s that produced institutional conditions favorable for land speculation
and acquisition. The state launched a series of relaxations of farmland regulations to boost
industrial and commercial development, including the Farmland Release Policy in 1995
and the Amendment of Agricultural Development Act in 2000, whereby near free
market conditions replaced the protectionist regulations on farmland (Hsu 2014; Lan
and Lee 2015; Lee 2012). Compounded by land value increment tax halved in the early
2000s, the following decades witnessed an acceleration of land speculation and the
loss of farmland, seriously compromising agricultural policy objectives to reshape rural
space as sustainable ‘ecological-production-living’ space (Lan and Lee 2015).

3.2. Taiwan’s regime of dispossession

Rural land dispossession and agricultural land conversion in Taiwan arising with acceler-
ating land speculation since the 1970s have been predominantly driven by government-
endorsed non-agricultural development projects. It has resulted in a ‘regime of disposses-
sion’ (Levien 2015) in which the state appropriates land from small landowners by means
of extra-economic coercion on behalf of domestic capitalists to serve their class interests.
Although most development projects comprised an area less than 700 hectares each, the
land subject to expropriation registered by activists from 2010 to mid-2016 totaled more
than 11,000 hectares of public and private land, often involving prime farmland owned by
the state-run sugar corporation and smallholder farmers in rural areas (Hsu 2016).3

3While this paper focuses on rural land dispossession, domestic land gabbing in Taiwan takes place both in urban and
rural settings.
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Several characteristics of Taiwan’s domestic land grabbing can be drawn from recent
studies on farmland policies, land exploitation schemes, and land enclosures in the country.

Rural land dispossession in Taiwan, as in India and China (Andreas et al. 2020), is mostly
enacted by the state in the name of economic development. It can be initiated either by
central government in the name of national economic projects or by local governments
for county-wide development projects (Tsai and Hsu 2011). Either way, it usually involves
the formulation, expansion or modification of urban plans by county governments, which
enables the expropriation of land far exceeding the size of that earmarked for a project. In
so doing, windfall profits are generated by converting agricultural land to commercial and
residential land, whose prices skyrocketed due to the development projects (ibid.). Most
profits generated from estate transaction, construction works, and financing are funneled
to the ‘growth coalitions’ (Lee 2012), thereby ‘redistributing landed wealth upwards’
(Levien 2015, 147).

Taiwan’s regime of dispossession is arguably more political in nature than its Indian
counterpart. Besides being driven primarily by a set of economic objectives (Levien
2012, 2015), it has been integrated into the country’s democratic politics. Politicians
and the government across scales play not only the role of main infrastructure investors
and land brokers, but also that of key beneficiary of the political and economic gains.
County governments, usually linked to local factions, often address their financial back-
logs by increasing land taxes resulting from land-use change and by selling expropriated
land, which produce rents vital for consolidating the power of local factions (Hsu 2014;
Hsu and Liao 2011; Hsu and Cheng 2011; Hsu 2016; Tsai and Hsu 2011). In some cases,
the presale of land before the expropriation procedure was completed became an impor-
tant means to finance county governments’ development projects (Chung 2011; Hsu
2013). Additionally, development projects framed as economic injections help politicians
win votes (TRF 2012; Tsai and Hsu 2011). Consequently, as Liao Ben-Chuan noted (2013,
155–156), the Land Expropriation Act ‘becomes the most convenient tool for the power-
ful’ to maintain their politico-economic interests (Figure 1).4

Therefore, Taiwan’s land dispossession in the neoliberal era can be seen as a combi-
nation of real and ‘virtual’ land grabbing (McCarthy, Vel, and Afiff 2012): behind the
façade of land acquisitions for economic development often lies a hidden agenda of
land speculation and the consolidation of political power by land-related interests. Unlike
the developmentalist economic projects of the 1970s and 1980s, many projects proposed
by the ‘formalist developmental state’ (Hsia and Chi 2012) are in effect decoupled from
actual industrial and housing needs (Tsai and Hsu 2011), leavingmany costly industrial com-
plexes erected after the acquisition of land underused (Control Yuan 2017).

Policy discourses often justify land enclosure with two interrelated ideological myths
common for domestic land grabbing elsewhere (Andreas et al. 2020). First, land expropria-
tion is often described as necessary for development projects, whereby its opponents are
condemned as impeding economic development (Hsu 2014). Underlying this myth is the

4Two mechanisms of land expropriation exist in Taiwan: ‘government-purchased land expropriation’, whereby land is
confiscated at a fee much lower than the market price as in the two cases in Wanbao and ‘zone expropriation’,
whereby landowners can choose between compensation in monetary form or that in the form of a much smaller
piece of land with equivalent market value. Both mechanisms are compulsory and exclude landowners from participat-
ing in the land planning process (Chung and Hsu 2012; Hsu and Liao 2011). Often framed as a ‘public-private (i.e.
affected landowners) joint land development’ mechanism, ‘zone expropriation’ became the main tool of land acqui-
sition in Taiwan’s neoliberal regime of dispossession (Chung 2011; Hsu 2016; Hsu and Cheng 2011).
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obsession with economic growth which normalizes the loss of prime farmland to indus-
trial and urban projects in the name of ‘progress’ and ‘development’. Second, it is
assumed that the private interests of a handful of landowners can be sacrificed in the
ambiguous ‘public interest’ embodied by state-endorsed projects (Hsu 2013, 2016; TRF
2012). This calculative perspective deems struggles against expulsion and dispossession
as tactics for better terms of incorporation, whereby victims rejecting land expropriation
are derogated as selfish fortune seekers (Liao 2013; TRF 2012). Taiwan’s successful indus-
trialization and its effects—including generally positive experiences of industrial and
urban development and a growing preference of off-farm landowners for selling agricul-
tural land—help perpetuate these ideological myths in society and discourage resistance
to state-led land grabbing.

In the early 2010s, land enclosure attracted unprecedented public and political atten-
tion thanks to the efforts of the land justice movement emerged in 2009 (Tsai 2010). Led
by a civic organization—the Taiwan Rural Front (TRF)—along with scholars, activists,
students, and affected communities, it became one of the most influential social move-
ments in Taiwan in the 2010s, leading to the government’s amendment of Land Appro-
priation Act of 2000 in late 2011, which slightly increased land compensation.5 Wanbao
Village was a rare success among several foci of the movement in countering land
grabbing.

Figure 1. Land expropriation in Taiwan since 1991 in the absence of data of zone expropriation before
2000. Alongside the economic slowdown and intensified competition in elections (Lee 2012), the past
two decades have witnessed a decline in government-purchased land expropriation (dots) and a dra-
matic increase of zone expropriation (triangles), especially from private land. Figure created using data
from MOI (2000, 2019).

5The agrarian land justice movement had declined after the weakening of the TRF since 2016, partly due to the changing
political opportunity structures and partly due to the dwindling participation of key members for personal reasons and
disagreements over priority setting. Nationwide campaigns and struggles for land justice continued under the leader-
ship of other civic groups who placed less emphasis on agriculture and rural areas.
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3.3. Agricultural development and grassroots place-making in Wanbao

Wanbao Village, home to declining population of fewer than 1,500 people is located in
Houlong Township, Miaoli County in northwest Taiwan, where industrial development
has lagged behind the neighboring Hsinchu and Taichung counties due to the rugged,
mountainous terrain (Figure 2) (Miaoli County Government 2020). Most of the village’s
356 hectares of farmland is used for growing rice and watermelons, along with sweet
potatoes and other vegetables for the domestic market.

In the eighteenth century, a few Han families migrating from the Kinmen Islands estab-
lished the community on the sandy hills covered by grass and sparse chinaberry trees.

Figure 2. The administrative area of Wanbao Village. The community mobilized in the land struggles
is roughly in line with, but not confined to, the area. Compiled by the author based on Google Earth
images.
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They adapted to the area’s windy winters and water-permeable, infertile soil by utilizing
the hilly terrain as a windbreak and a large, natural pool as a source for irrigation to culti-
vate rice and other crops (Chang, Su, and Wu 2003; Huang 2002; Shu 2008). When the
pool dried out in the late eighteenth century, rain-fed crops were cultivated instead up
to the mid-twentieth century. Like other rural areas in Taiwan, the agricultural technol-
ogies introduced and land reforms enacted by the Japanese colonial government in
the early twentieth century, followed by those of the nationalist government in the
1950s, consolidated the smallholding-based landownership and boosted local agricul-
tural productivity (Chen 2017; Hu 2015). Land conflicts between families declined after
peasant families obtained land through the release of shelter-forest land by the Japanese
colonial government and from the largest local landowning family through post-war land
reforms. Nevertheless, the state-led exploitation of agricultural surplus for industrializ-
ation triggered an incessant population outflow to nearby downtown areas and cities
starting in the 1960s (ibid.).

Seizing the opportunity of state-promoted agricultural modernization in the 1970s,
local farmers donated 18% of their land in participating in the government’s farmland
readjustment scheme to improve production conditions (Chang, Su, and Wu 2003;
Chen 2017; Hu 2015). The rugged, fragmented farmlands were transformed into
flat, checkerboard-like fields with well-ordered irrigation channels and roads. With tre-
mendous efforts and investment in soil improvement and the completion of the
Minde Dam in 1970, the local farming system changed to one of paddy-upland
crop rotation, whereby a newly introduced variety of watermelons became the
primary economic crop. In 1975, Wanbao was officially declared a ‘special agricultural
district’, signifying the institutional recognition of local farmland as high-quality agri-
cultural land.

Migration persisted (Huang 2002), despite the introduction of chemical pesticides
in the 1970s and agricultural mechanization in the 1980s that caused a significant
decline of local biodiversity. This led to the erosion of kinship ties that had structured
the community’s socio-economic relations as well as the increase in unattended land
along with the implementation of the fallow land policies since 1984. Nevertheless,
the sense of community was maintained with the establishment of the Longyun
Temple in 1968 and its reconstruction in 1998 with general agreement and commu-
nity fundraising (Chang, Su, and Wu 2003). As the community’s spiritual center, the
temple’s religious activities have helped preserve rural culture and local social net-
works. With community-wide support, Chang Mu-tsun’s wife, Hong Hsiang, won a
seat on the township council in 1993, which resulted in another upgrade of agricul-
tural infrastructure financed by the Council of Agriculture (COA) in the early 2000s
and helped strengthen local resistance to external place-making projects in the
shape of two industrial development projects executed in the mid-1990s and late
2000s.

4. Land struggles and emotion-based place-framing

This section unpacks how place attachment was effectively invoked in the community’s
political reactions against land grabbing by exploring the ‘place-frames’ that emerged
through the struggles. Place-frames are place-based collective action frames in which
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key actors or institutions justify their political actions through the strategic selection and
interpretation of stories of a place (Martin 2003; Pierce, Martin, and Murphy 2011). They
provide a lens through which to regard how people understand and present their physical
and emotional relations with a place. In the case of Wanbao’s two land struggles, the
place-frames evolved from inward-looking to outward-looking, helping expand public
mobilization beyond the community to challenge rural land dispossession and the under-
lying capitalist episteme.6

4.1. ‘A village of sadness’ and the first land struggle (1995–1996)

In 1994, the National Science Council (NSC) initiated the fourth expansion phase of the
Hsinchu Science Park project (HSP4) as part of a shift toward high-tech industries in
response to the neo-protectionist policies of advanced countries (Chu 1992). Three
locations were proposed in alignment with diverse political interests, of which the 356-
hectare Houlong location, proposed by KMT legislator Liu Cheng-hung, a staunch promo-
ter of agricultural land deregulation in the 1990s (Wu 2007), became the preferred option
in January 1995 due to the lowest estimated cost of land acquisition.

The community of Wanbao, which enclosed the majority of 150-hectare private land in
the Houlong location, was divided about land expropriation. The village head and the
minority of affected landowners established a registered organization to support the
project, whereas the remaining landowners opposed it by forming a self-help group sup-
ported by the local township councilwoman. After collecting signatures from anti-expro-
priation landowners, the self-help group lobbied the NSC, Miaoli County government, and
the township government to halt land acquisition. Partly due to these acts of resistance,
the Houlong location eventually fell away as candidate location in June 1996, ending the
one-and-half-year land struggle in Wanbao.

As the site selection was entangled with competition between local factions, local
mobilization to support the Houlong location was in a sense an extension of the pre-exist-
ing rural politics, rather than merely ‘struggles for, and/or around the terms of, incorpor-
ation’ (Borras and Franco 2013, 1735). As political followers of Liu, a prominent figure in
one of Miaoli’s local factions (Huang 2002; Li 2002), the village head and the majority of
politicians in the township welcomed the project as an economic stimulus. They pre-
sented themselves as the ‘local’ voice of the township, downplaying the objection of
most affected landowners in Wanbao Village by proclaiming it as negligible exception.

To counter this growth coalition’s narrative, the opponents in Wanbao drew on stories
of historical land reclamation, highlighting the painstaking devotion to the improvement
of local agricultural environment. In their petitions (Chang, Su, and Wu 2003), they framed
the place as chiefly the result of residents’ collective agricultural endeavors that had
started before the nationalist state ruled the island. In this way, they strove to obtain
the moral high ground by justifying their land struggle as resistance to their expulsion
from a place of their own making, in addition to as exerting their ‘right to live’ which is
enshrined in the country’s constitution, and as protecting the sacred inheritance
passed down by their forefathers.

6For the research’s purpose, I focus less on the networking processes within and beyond the community, which are well-
documented elsewhere (Chiang 2013; Hsu 2014; Lai 2011; Yeh 2012; Yeh 2012).
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Paradoxically, they accepted the official geographical imaginary of Wanbao as one of
the least developed areas in Houlong, framing it as ‘a village of sadness’, despite their sus-
picion that this status was intentionally constructed by the state to legitimize land expro-
priation under the guise of balanced regional development. Similarly, their main critique
of the HSP4 was related to the siting, rather than to its necessity. This indicates an inward
character of their place-frame not unlike NIMBYism (‘not-in-my-backyard-ism’): they
rejected land grab in this place but not those occurring elsewhere. Indeed, the victory
of their land struggle unintendedly facilitated—and was partly enabled by—land grab-
bing in other locations advocated by other rent-seeking, land-related interests. Thus,
while criticizing local politicians’ motivations and procedural misconducts, they did not
challenge the capitalist rationale underlying the economic development narrative and
rural land dispossession.

Nevertheless, the land struggle significantly changed the community’s internal politics.
To keep the political momentum, the leading opponents converted the self-help group
into the Wanbao Community Development Association (WCDA) in 1996, following the
state’s promotion of ‘community building’ in the 1990s. To secure internal political
support for the WCDA, they nominated ‘their own man’ to run in the village head election
in 1998, who has occupied the position ever since (Hu 2015). These socio-political changes
strengthened their capacity of community-wide mobilization, which was crucial to the
success of the second land struggle.

4.2. An epitome of rural communities and the second land struggle (2008–2011)

After becoming the Miaoli County magistrate in 2005, Liu Cheng-hung initiated the
Houlong Science and Technology Park (HSTP) project, an industrial complex for traditional
manufacturing based on the Houlong location proposed for the HSP4. Like its predeces-
sor, most private land suggested for land acquisition belonged to around 430 landowners
in Wanbao Village and the nearby area. After learning about the project in late 2008, the
majority of affected landowners—mostly elderly farmers who had been active in the first
land struggle—immediately established a self-help group following a community
meeting. With the commitment of a local artist who moved back to Wanbao in 1999,
they reached out through the internet for support from environmental and agri-food
scholars, activists, college students, independent journalists, and legislators. By boycot-
ting all local stakeholder meetings and organizing twelve protests in Taipei, the two-
and-half-year struggle ended with a victory when the Regional Planning Committee
(RPC) of the Ministry of the Interior rejected the project in April 2011 for the county gov-
ernment’s failure to obtain majority consent and to adequately motivate the need for
land-use change within this special agricultural district.

Similar local politics were at play this time around. The county government-led
coalition, comprising almost all politicians at the township level, again invoked an econ-
omic development narrative, casting the project as a solution to the area’s ‘underdevelop-
ment’. Similar to the ‘marginal lands’ argument common in global land rush (Borras and
Franco 2013), the county government downplayed the agricultural performance in
Wanbao in favor of the HSTP’s purported benefits, thereby contradicting its earlier
praise of this place as the ‘main production area for watermelons in Houlong’ (L. Yeh
2008, 16).
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Although this narrative was refuted by opponents and examiners in a RPC meeting in
mid-2009 (CPA 2009), the project continued for another two more years with the help of
several political ploys employed by the growth coalition. To strengthen local support, the
growth coalition depicted the magistrate as ‘one of our own’ by stressing his territorial
bonds with Houlong—an effective tactic to win votes in rural areas (Chen 1998). To
weaken local opposition, it employed several means of extra-economic coercion—includ-
ing a smear campaign and peer pressure—as had happened before and elsewhere
(Levien 2015). Moreover, it launched a petition signed by almost all local elites to
promote the project, even though some of them have interpersonal relations with the
leading opponents in Wanbao. This illustrates the magistrate’s power over local politicians
who needed county government budgets to construct vote-attracting infrastructure. It
also created a public impression of local ‘solidarity’ with him, enhancing his bargaining
power with then KMT-led central government while casting the opponents as an impedi-
ment for local ‘public’ interests.

4.2.1. Strategical roles of place attachment in the land struggle
To counter pro-HSTP political mobilization at the township and county levels, the Wanbao
self-help group stressed solidarity building at the community and national levels. Drawing
on lessons learned during the previous struggle, they appeased the pro-expropriation
voices within the community by strategically appropriating an ideological myth (i.e. pro-
testers are fortune seekers) that aimed to weaken opposition.7 As the village head
explained,

We reasoned with them, telling them that it’s fine to agree [with the project], but not to talk
about it […] Our protest may eventually fail, but at least it might help you to get a better
expropriation price and better terms for your land.

Even if this wooing tactic failed, it would have been difficult for the pro-expropriation vil-
lagers to organize collective action, as no community leader sided with them this time
around. Moreover, the village head was not subject to the magistrate’s power through
the allocation of county government budgets, thanks to the completion of local agricul-
tural infrastructure upgrades. His firm support for the self-help group led by key actors in
the WCDA created a unified socio-political atmosphere in the community.

Externally, the self-help group drew great public attention to their cause through trans-
local mobilization with the TRF and other land struggles across the country, including an
overnight mass demonstration against land enclosure in July 2010 triggered by another
controversial case in Miaoli. The growing social pressure urged the Premier to declare his
disagreement with the conversion of high-quality agricultural land for non-agricultural
purposes. This led to the COA’s attitude shifting from respecting to rejecting the land-
use change proposed for the special agricultural district, which contributed to the
RPC’s final decision to reject the project. In other words, the outward-looking place-
based activism helped the self-help group obtain extra-local socio-political leverage ‘to
create changes in the opportunity structure’ that came to surpass the magistrate’s politi-
cal power (Borras and Franco 2013, 1733; Yeh 2012).

7According to local estimations, fewer than 30% of affected landowners welcomed land expropriation for three main
reasons: they were either in need of money, had moved away and had no senior family members who remained,
or had jointly owned the land and preferred to receive their shares in monetary form.
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The external networking with the land justice movement transformed the place-frame
of Wanbao. On the advice of TRF-associated scholar-activists specializing in rural develop-
ment and land policies, Wanbao was depicted as a state-endorsed, exemplary rural com-
munity suitable for organic farming with evidence from the achievement of their first agri-
food initiative (see section 5.1), whereas the industrial project was cast as a threat to the
community’s sustainable development. This place-frame joined the movement’s demand
for the state’s recognition and defence of the multiple values of small-scale farmers and
agriculture against industrial land enclosure. In this way, the land struggle became part of
the resistance to the systematic exploitation of rural areas and farmers across Taiwan.

The discourse further challenged the ideological myths which cast industrial projects
as the best means of delivering ‘economic development’ and ‘public benefit’. It stressed
the threat that HSTP would pose to national food security, agricultural development, and
spatial planning objectives for the sake of the personal gain of a few rent-seeking elites,
and redefined ‘economy’ from the perspective of the affected farmers and the com-
moners. In this way, the protection of ‘private’ farmland ownership was turned into the
defence of the ‘public’ interests of society at large.

Besides defending land ownership, the self-help group strove to defend the right of
‘the future of the place to be collectively decided upon by the community
members’ (MHWSG 2011, emphasis added by the author). As Huang and Hsu (2017)
argue, the controversies over land expropriation concerns not merely the state’s abuse
of power in transforming land use, but also the institutional exclusion of the residents
in deciding the future development of their place.

To this end, the self-help group emphasized the emotional values of land in the place-
frame to challenge the reductionist, materialist perspective of agricultural land in the
economic development narrative. As one of their press releases stated (MHWSG 2009),

We have learned from experience that land is valuable in terms of ‘affection’ and ‘identifi-
cation’. Our forefathers repeatedly told us that ‘land is hope’; our proverb goes: ‘farmland
first, wife and children second’ […] Everything we have is a gift from the land. The land is
our lifeblood and roots.

To testify their identification with the land, they stressed the community’s place-making
efforts through inter-generational agricultural production, whereby farmland became a
vessel holding family histories and the community’ memories. It became a metonym of
the place, the lives they built on it, and their individual and collective place identities.
In this way, land grabbing became place grabbing and life grabbing, in that it involved
not just an expulsion from and dispossession of land, but also the brutal erasure of the
community’s ‘stories-so-far’ (Massey 2005) and the denial of their subjectivity in determin-
ing the place’s future.

As land politics involves competing knowledges (Pritchard, Wolf, and Wolford 2016),
the grassroots actors strategically deployed this emotion-imbued place-frame to
balance the power asymmetry between them and the technocrats. With the help of
TRF scholar-activists’ problematization of ‘scientific’ knowledge informing policy and
regulations, they focused on articulating place-based knowledge to discredit claims
made by local authorities. As the village head explained, ‘when we were talking about
how the land became the way it is nowadays, the committee members and county gov-
ernment officials were unable to retort, because no one knew better than us locals.’
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To authenticate their land/place attachment, they invited different speakers, usually
elderly farmers, to express their feelings in each committee meeting and press confer-
ence, while rejecting negotiations regarding the terms of incorporation. By engaging
these voices in the place-framing process, they also enriched the campaign discourse
and drew more media attention and public sympathy, which facilitated public mobiliz-
ation both within and beyond the community.

More importantly, these stories about people-land/place connections helped counter
the capitalist episteme that privileged industrial expansion at the expense of agricultural
and rural development. On the one hand, the emotional discourse challenges the ‘scien-
tific’, ‘objective’ language that dominates the modern industrial civilization and policy-
making (Tsai and Hsu 2011). On the other hand, it articulates the injustice brought
about by serious disruption of local residents’ senses of place (Schlosberg, Richards,
and Byrne 2017) and the exclusion of their voices from the top-down place-making
process (Hsu and Liao 2011; Huang and Hsu 2017; TRF 2012). In short, by strategically
shifting from an inward-looking to an outward-looking place-frame with an emphasis
on place attachment, grassroots actors in Wanbao managed to transform their defensive
activism against land grabbing into part of a proactive social movement that challenged
agriculture-industry power asymmetry.

5. Agri-food initiatives in a marginalized rural place

Three agri-food initiatives emerged in Wanbao since the victory of the first land struggle.
Besides keeping the farmland, the unified socio-political atmosphere in the community
afterwards created ‘an alternative milieu’ conducive to grassroots experiments (Longhurst
2015). This section examines how the development of AFNs in the community were
enabled and constrained by the broader politico-economic context that helped shape
the place. It argues that AFNs’ potential for systemic transformation through ‘localization’
is likely to be limited if the structural marginalization of agriculture and rural areas remains
unaddressed.

5.1. AFNs initiatives in Wanbao

Given the low levels of industrial pollution, a local ceramist working for the WCDA con-
sidered organic farming fit for the place. With her help, the WCDA initiated the
’Organic Ecosystem Art Village’ project (2002-2005) as a central part of its community
building drive. It got sponsorships from two central government agencies and built part-
nership with the Homemakers Union Consumers Co-op (HUCC), a famous agri-food co-
operative, to execute the project. The HUCC provided the know-how on organic waterme-
lon farming through two educational excursions and twelve training sessions in addition
to selling the products with its own sales channel (Chen et al. 2009). Only three of a dozen
farmers receiving the training became organic farmers contracted by the HUCC (including
Chang Mu-tsun) when others gave up partly due to a poor market response at the initial
stage. Despite its limited scale, this initiative sowed the seeds for organic farming in the
community and brought epistemic change to the three farmers and their families.

Along with the initiative, the WCDA enhanced the community’s sense of place through
several activities. This included an exhibition of historical pictures provided by villagers,
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whereby the collective memories forged by dwelling in and making this place through
agricultural production were articulated and formalized. They were published later with
the documents of the first land struggle in a book titled The Story of Our Village
(Chang, Su, and Wu 2003). Another activity conducive to community cohesion and
place attachment was the annual watermelon festival, where watermelons were cele-
brated as a symbol of the place, embodying the unique bio-physical environment, the dili-
gent work of farmers, and the community’s shared life experiences (Chang 2013). The
festival also provided a space where consumers could connect with local farmers and
the community.

The second AFNs initiative (2011–2012) took place after the second land struggle in
partnership with a group of students who supported the self-help group, known as the
Fangu Youth (meaning ‘young people who return to grains’ and a homophone of a
phase meaning ‘rebellious youth’).8 Echoing the movement discourse, it aimed to
‘search for the possibilities of the future of the countryside and to prove that rural
areas can represent a significant future direction for development’ (Fangu Youth 2013).
With a government grant and the help of local leaders in the land struggle and the
WCDA, the students launched a scheme of purchasing agri-food products directly from
a few local farmers and organized three farming workshops, whereby urban families
could visit the place and get hands-on experience in growing watermelons, peanuts,
and rice. They also tried to engage villagers beyond local leaders’ circles in community
affairs by establishing a community library for children and holding workshops on
place visions (Wu 2011).

Unlike the HUCC in the first initiative, the students relied on the hospitality, social net-
works, and agricultural knowledge of the leading grassroots actors to carry out the initiat-
ive, who thus played multiple roles, ranging from agri-food producers, knowledge and
resource providers, to homestay hosts. Moreover, this initiative concerned agri-food edu-
cation more than production and consumption in line with the Fangu Youth’s mission to
‘learn from the rural areas and help the rural areas learn’ (Wu 2011, 109). The workshops
were thus designed to help participants connect with the land, crops, and farmers called
‘teachers in the field’, whereby farmland became an educational space—a ‘Green Magic
School’—to learn non-monetary value of agriculture and countryside.

The third agri-food initiative (2013-present) emerged after the Fangu Youth left
Wanbao in late 2012. When Chang Mu-tsun passed away in early 2013, five of Hoang
Hsiang’s siblings living nearby, the village head, and the other farmer contracted by
the HUCC accepted Hong’s invitation to form a joint farming team to continue with
organic farming. The better price for organic products, mostly sold to the HUCC under
contract, provided sufficient profits to sustain the operations: in keeping with small-
scale farming customs, members shared the risks, profits, and workload, with the help
of family members and occasional external workers hired through local social networks.
Hong made the decision on when, what, and where to grow and harvest after consulting
other members and considering the requirements of sales channels, the climatic con-
ditions, and agricultural policy changes. They grew watermelons, sweet potatoes,
daikon, and rice on a rotational basis without any chemical inputs on around ten hectares

8The Fangu Youth did not consider themselves part of the TRF and this agri-food initiative seldom referred to food sover-
eignty as introduced by TRF activists in alliance with the international peasant movement La Via Campesina.
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of land scattered around the village, mostly self-owned and partly rented from other land-
owners. They also sustained the spirit of previous initiatives by carrying out similar activi-
ties, such as the watermelon festival and the experience farming activities, albeit at a
much smaller scale (Figure 3).

The joint farming team can be considered the best embodiment of the notion of ‘local-
ization’ among three AFNs initiatives. It was operated by local actors bonded by place-
based social relations and familiar with local farming habitudes. They had access to
resources linked to conventional agri-food systems in the area, including seedlings
from local agricultural material suppliers and the services of a farmer with tractor for
ploughing and harvesting. This ‘alternative’ agri-food initiative was thus hybridized in
that its operation relied partly on existing industrialized agri-food systems (Sarmiento
2017; Watts, Ilbery, and Maye 2005). It thus provides a good opportunity to examine
how the local articulation of the broader politico-economic context enabled and con-
strained AFNs’ development.

5.2. Structural limits of the ‘localization’ strategy

Embedded in existing local socio-material networks, the third AFNs initiative responded
to the place specificity arising from the post-war economic development. For instance,
it effectuated the role of agriculture and the rural sector as a social safety net for the

Figure 3. A watermelon farming activity held in March 2017. It took place at the newly-built ‘Wanbao
Courier Station’, where the joint farming team held mini farmers’markets on weekends and organized
other activities from time to time. (Photo by the author).
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teammembers, who had fewer opportunities on the capitalist job market due to their age
and limited education. The initiative provided them with a decent income and more
autonomy and companionship in comparison to factory jobs. In turn, they provided
the initiative with experienced labor force which was in short supply in most rural
areas. Moreover, the team helped revive unattended farmlands in the community
whose owners had left farming or the community alongside the urbanization and indus-
trialization processes. Although not all unused farmlands were taken by the team given
their limited capacity, they tried to meet the request of acquainted landowners in accord-
ance with the reciprocity norm. With traditional trust-based oral deals, they leased around
three hectares of farmland from seven landowners in 2016 and 2017 by guaranteeing the
latter the government’s fallow land subsidies as rent. In short, the team secured the basic
resources for agricultural production by revitalizing the lands and labor marginalized in
the capitalist-industrial society and appropriating government schemes in a non-capitalist
manner to further their aims.

Nevertheless, the scaling up of this initiative was met with constraints stemming from
the structural challenges facing the marginalized agriculture and rural sector. Even if more
stable sales channels could have been secured to make increasing production economi-
cally possible, issues such as labor shortages and ageing seriously restricted the expansion
of organic farming in this place. As a local informant observed,

Without enough labor to carry out more farming works, the limited farm income is not
sufficient to sustain a family, which makes agriculture even less attractive to young people.
Consequently, only old people keep on farming, but they are too old to weed manually
and have to keep on using herbicides. […] sometimes, using herbicide is not because
farmers want to save trouble, but because they have no choice.

This statement reveals the vicious interplay between the demand for cheap food, the
low regard of agriculture, a shrinking rural labor force, and the consolidation of the fossil
fuel-intensive agriculture system in a capitalist-industrial society. To sustain their liveli-
hoods, farmers with limited economic capacity could choose either to expand their culti-
vated areas with the help of chemical inputs or to leave farming to older farmers whose
weakening physical condition also leads them to rely on chemical inputs to sustain
farming operations. Either way, chemical-intensive farming became not only an easy
choice, but also the ‘logical’ decision for farmers. Put differently, this structural lock-in ori-
ginated from the state-led asymmetrical agriculture-industry interrelations constrained
farmers’ ability to shift from fossil fuel-intensive agriculture to organic farming practices.

The implications for AFNs’ transformative potential are profound. Despite increased
recognition of farmland’s multiple functionalities among farmers affected by land grab-
bing (Wang, Lee, and Wu 2015), the possibility for an overall shift away from conventional
farming practices in this place has remained seemingly small. Most elderly farmers had
little incentive to take the trouble to switch to another way of farming as they were plan-
ning to retire in few years. The few ones who indicated a preference for organic farming,
including the other farmer contracted by the HUCC, found its higher labor demand
increasingly beyond their physical capacity and could not (continuously) participate in
the joint farming activities. Indeed, the AFNs initiative’s long-term development will
also be hampered if it fails to secure a younger labor force in the coming decades.
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This implies that the structural constraints are unlikely to be solved simply by embed-
ding agri-food systems in a place, as rural places themselves are facing formidable chal-
lenges to their development caused by decades of uneven development between regions
and sectors. Indeed, the fact that chemical-intensive farming practices dominate in this
place demonstrates its ‘localization’: conventional practices emerged not because of
the maneuvers of some powerful international agrochemical companies, but because
they were better adapted to the context of a marginalized rural community in an indus-
trial society. Moreover, they were just as vulnerable as the AFNs initiatives to resource
grabbing by the industrial sector as in the land conflicts.

The fundamental problem thus lies not in industrialized agri-food systems but in the
agriculture-industry power asymmetry that sustains industrial capitalism. Without
changes to this structural marginalization of the agriculture and rural sector, system-
centric strategies to generate systemic transformation, such as shortening food supply
chains—though meaningful in their own sense—may fall short because the origin and
cause of agri-food problems are likely beyond the system per se.

6. Interlinking land struggles with AFNs in defending agricultural/rural
space

The underlying politico-economic structure that favors industrialization over agricultural
and rural development has not only sustained rural land dispossession but also con-
strained the efficacy of AFNs’ ‘localization’ strategy. Conversely, resisting the decline of
agriculture and rural areas, as many TRF scholars have noted, requires not only political
action against resource grabbing, but also agri-food practices that can create and
amplify their multiple values (Hsu 2014; Tsai and Hsu 2011; TRF 2012; Tsai 2014). This
section explores the mutually reinforcing effects of the land struggles and AFNs in
Wanbao and reveals possible directions for the combined efforts in defending

Table 1. Key mutually enforcing effects between land struggles and AFNs in Wanbao.
Forms of activism Time frame Outcomes

1st land struggle 1995–1996 . Preservation of farmland; unified local socio-political atmosphere conducive
to land struggles and AFNs

1st AFNs initiative 2002–2005 . Related to land struggle: enhanced sense of place and improved community
cohesion; confirmation of the place-frame; expanded public mobilization via
HUCC

. Related to AFNs: introduction of know-hows and training of organic farmers;
provision of a stable sales channel for a few organic farmers via HUCC
contract

2nd land struggle 2008–2011 . Related to AFNs: preservation of farmland; strengthening of consumers’
identification with local farmers and their support for agri-food products;
introduction of additional resources (including social networks and
customers); creation of added value to agri-food products

2nd AFNs initiative 2011–2012 . Related to land struggle: Increased public awareness of non-monetary values
of agriculture and countryside

. Related to AFNs: enrichment of agri-food activities
3rd AFNs initiative 2013-present . Related to land struggle: preservation of the spirt and stories of resistance;

substantiation of the place-frame; increase of local bargaining chips against
future land expropriation

. Related to AFNs: preservation of organic farming practices and associated
activities in the community
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agricultural/rural space against various forms of land frontier-making in a capitalist-indus-
trial society (Table 1).

Agri-food practices played a central role in the second land struggle of this rural com-
munity (Lai 2011). Whenever the self-help group traveled to Taipei, a group of senior
female volunteers would prepare traditional rural food such as sticky rice dumplings in
the Lonyung Temple’s kitchen for them to take along. The self-help group would
display this food and local agricultural products at their press conferences as a testimony
of the productivity of their lands (Figure 4). Afterwards, they would share the food with
journalists and external supporters, which strengthened their reciprocal ties with these
actors. In this way, the agri-food products embodied their place-frame as a rural village
of material and cultural wealth, with which they countered the growth coalition’s deva-
luation of the place.

The three AFNs initiatives also significantly contributed to the defence of the land/
place. The state-awarded first AFNs initiative was invoked in the land struggle to verify
the values of their land/place and to question the legitimacy of the industrial land
grab, whereas the historical photos and life histories of the place testified to villagers’
strong place attachment. Additionally, the annual watermelon festival which drew visitors
and journalists to the place helped increase the visibility of the community’s agricultural
achievements and the threat they faced. The HUCC for instance invited its members to the
festival to learn about the farmers’ struggle, whereas the comradeship built by participat-
ing in the protests strengthened their support for local agri-food products. Similar

Figure 4. A protest held in front of the Construction and Planning Agency on the day the project was
turned down. (Photo by the author).
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mutually reinforcing effects between these two forms of place-based activism also
occurred in the second AFNs initiative, which was enabled by the alliance between the
Fangu Youth and leading grassroots actors forged during the land struggle.

Nevertheless, the comradeship built through the land struggle, although conducive to
the short-term mobilization of AFNs, is not necessarily translatable into long-term
cooperation if cognitive differences between external and local actors are not reconciled.
Despite the Fangu Youth’s eagerness to keep the momentum of the struggle in the agri-
food initiative, not all leading grassroots actors who were exhausted after the hard-won
victory were equally enthusiastic. The students also tended to prioritize the educational
and non-economic values of agri-food activities over the economic function of agricul-
ture, which farmers considered most important. Moreover, the multiple roles the grass-
roots actors played in this initiative further complicated their relations with the
students, which increased the risk of misunderstandings, especially when the mode of
cooperation changed. These differences eventually led to the initiative’s termination in
late 2012.

While the third AFNs initiative involved fewer external actors than its predecessors, its
formation was triggered by the mutually reinforcing effect of the land struggle. As the
village head explained,

The county government wanted our land, so wemust build our strength, especially if we have
no other bargaining chips in the fight for it. […] We do this to show the outsiders [our land’s
value]. Otherwise when they come here later, they will say ‘you boasted about your land, but
have nothing special to show’.

This illustrates the co-constitution of these two forms of grassroots activism in Wanbao’s
place-making politics: the agri-food initiative could pro-actively strengthen the commu-
nity’s political leverage to resist land grabbing, while the victory of the land struggle in
turn necessitated the existence of the agri-food initiative in the place. In the former,
the positive connotations of organic farming, such as the higher quality of production
conditions, were transformed into bargaining power to counter the authorities’ devalua-
tion of their land/place. In the latter, the agri-food practices were the means to translate
the place vision depicted by the campaign discourses into reality.

Additionally, the reputation that came with the land struggle benefited the initiative in
several ways. First, it helped expand the sales channels and attract new customers of agri-
food products. Second, the bonds forged with external supporters during the struggle
enabled the team to access more resources, such as reliable food processing facilities,
whereby they increased the variety of commodities and the capacity to process excess
products. Third, the land struggle added unique social value to their agri-food products:
purchasing these products supported smallholding farmers’ fight to protect their land
from industrial land grabbing as much as their socio-ecologically friendly mode of pro-
duction. In this sense, AFNs became an extension of efforts to resist land frontier-
making in agricultural/rural space.

Indeed, capitalist land frontier-making could occur in various forms. After the second
land struggle, two clusters of upmarket flower and vegetable gardens run by land
brokers emerged in the community, drawing on the allure of the rural idyl to attract an
urban middle-class clientele. This capitalist appropriation of AFNs, which came to be
enclosed by walls and iron gates and fashioned in a European style, detached these
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farmlands from local agri-food systems and socio-cultural context, illustrating one latest
form of land speculation targeting cheap, unattended farmlands resulting from the mar-
ginalization of the agriculture and rural sector.

The expansion of such commodification of (imagined) rural lifestyle and space in
Wanbao was impeded in part by local landowners’ unwillingness to sell land. However,
the traditional people-land relations that have been effective in countering land expro-
priation and market transaction are fading away with the decreasing number of elderly
farmers and the dwindling farming practices in this place.

This suggests that an objective of AFNs should be placed in maintaining and re-estab-
lishing non-capitalist people-land/place relations, especially among the younger gener-
ations, by enabling socio-economically sustainable livelihoods in marginalized rural
areas. Yet AFNs can hardly achieve this end alone, as themselves are also subject to the
structural challenges associated with the politico-economic devaluation of agricultural/
rural space. This adds to the need to move the focus of AFNs from industrialized agri-
food systems to the asymmetrical agriculture-industry structure and to combine every
form of action—defensive and innovative—to protect agricultural/rural space from capi-
talist exploitation and appropriation.

7. Conclusion

This paper adopted a place-based approach to explore the structural linkages between
land struggles and agri-food initiatives in a capitalist-industrial society. It shows that
land and food struggles as grassroots place-making actions are not only about preserving
farmland for agricultural production; they are also about regenerating and defending
marginalized rural places from various forms of capitalist land frontier-making.

This entanglement between farmland, food, and rural development has several impli-
cations for land grab studies and AFNs studies in Taiwan and elsewhere. First, it demon-
strates that grassroots political reactions to land grabbing occur not merely to compete
for land-based resources, but also to reclaim the subjectivity of making the place. As
Wanbao’s case indicates, place attachment can be vital for empowering the victims of
land dispossession, redressing injustices in policymaking, and challenging the capitalist
and developmentalist ideologies underpinning domestic land grabbing. This suggests
that more attention in land grab scholarship should be directed to the importance of
people-place relations in addition to control over land resources.

Second, the entanglement reveals the limits of systemic strategies like the ‘localiz-
ation’ of agri-food systems in addressing structural challenges facing rural areas, such
as labor shortages and an aging population, which also constrain the development of
AFNs. In Wanbao, such structural lock-in has little to do with the global corporate
food regime, but much with the state-led structural shift to industrial capitalism that
marginalized agriculture and rural areas. This testifies to the need for studies on AFNs
and food sovereignty to rethink place beyond the agri-food systems and to contextua-
lize AFNs in the broader politico-economic structure underlying agricultural and rural
development.

Third, the nexus between farmland, food, and rural development through the domestic
structural linkage illustrates a connection between land and food politics apart from the
right-to-land framework of food sovereignty (Borras, Franco, and Suárez 2015). Namely,
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the interplay between land and food struggles in the place-making politics to preserve
and regenerate rural places in a capitalist-industrial society. In Wanbao, the land struggles
created a favorable socio-political atmosphere, external social networks, and reputation
that facilitated the AFNs’ emergence and development, whereas the AFNs initiatives pre-
served the socio-political momentum and enhanced the affected landowners’ bargaining
power to counter land expropriation. While these place-based collective actions can
hardly tackle the structural challenges alone, they do hold some potential to check the
structural vulnerabilities of rural space by amplifying its multiple socio-ecological
values and sustaining the non-capitalist people-land relations. This suggests an important
synergy between land and food struggles that could inform future research and activism
to maximize their transformative potential in challenging long-enduring structural
problems.

Last, the agriculture-industry power asymmetry at the heart of rural land dispossession
and the chemical-intensive, industrialized agriculture in a former NIC like Taiwan can exist
in other NICs as well. Taiwan’s experience shows that the structural vulnerabilities of agri-
culture and rural areas helps perpetuate rural land dispossession, despite the democratic
smallholder landownership that has been institutionalized through two redistributive
land reforms more than 60 years prior. Moreover, these structural disadvantages can
pose greater challenges for the development of AFNs in contexts like Taiwan than the
global corporate food regime or land grabs. How the structural agriculture-industry asym-
metry plays out and affects land and food struggles in different land tenure and agri-food
systems, and how these domestic structural challenges interact with challenges from
intensifying global land rush in the era of climate change in different countries can be
interesting and important topics for future research.
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